We introduce a new geometric structure on differentiable manifolds. A Contact Pair on a manifold M is a pair (α, η) of Pfaffian forms of constant classes 2k + 1 and 2h + 1 respectively such that α ∧ dα k ∧η ∧dη h is a volume form. Both forms have a characteristic foliation whose leaves are contact manifolds. These foliations are transverse and complementary. Further differential objects are associated to Contact Pairs: two commuting Reeb vector fields, Legendrian curves on M and two Lie brackets on C ∞ (M ). We give a local model and several existence theorems on nilpotent Lie groups, nilmanifolds, bundles over the circle and principal torus bundles.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study some differential Pfaffian forms of constant class. This notion was introduced by E. Cartan ([4] , [6] ). Global problems relative to constant class forms have been efficiently studied in the case of maximal class: contact forms, symplectic forms and generalized contact forms ( [1] ).
In fact, we introduce a new geometric structure called Contact Pair. More precisely, a Contact Pair (C.P.) of type (h, k) on a (2h + 2k + 2)dimensional manifold M is a pair of Pfaffian forms (α, η) satisfying the following properties: dα h+1 = 0 , dη k+1 = 0 and α ∧ dα h ∧ η ∧ dη k is a volume form on M.
The forms α, η have constant classes 2h + 1 and 2k + 1 respectively. Some differential objects can be naturally associated to such a structure. The characteristic foliations of α and η are transverse and complementary. Their leaves are contact manifolds of dimension 2k + 1 and 2h + 1, respectively. We give more general notions of a Reeb vector field and Legendrian curves. We can also associate two Lie brackets on the algebra C ∞ (M ). We show that contact pairs of the same type (h, k) admit a local model, like contact and symplectic forms.
Given the richness of this geometry, we are interested by the existence of Contact Pairs. We give several existence theorems for nilpotent Lie groups, nilmanifolds, bundles over the circle, as well as principal torus bundles which showed their utility in contact geometry ( [12] , [13] , [8] , [9] , [1] ). In the bundles M 4 , B 2 , T 2 , where the total space and the base are closed orientable manifolds of dimension 4 and 2, we construct T 2 -invariant contact pairs of type (1, 0) .
All geometric objects in this paper are supposed C ∞ .
A similar structure called Contact-Symplectic Pair is developed in [2] and [3] .
Thus the forms α and η have constant classes 2h + 1 and 2k + 1, respectively. A manifold equipped with a C.P. is clearly orientable.
A C.P. of type (0, 0) in a 2-dimensional manifold M is a pair of closed Pfaffian forms with non-vanishing product; if M is closed it follows that M is diffeomorphic to the 2-torus. Therefore we will always suppose h ≥ 1 or k ≥ 1.
The simplest example of C.P.s is the following:
"Darboux" C.P.: If x 1 ,· · · , x 2h+1 , y 1 ,· · · , y 2k+1 are coordinate functions on R 2k+2h+2 , then the forms
(with the convention: if h = 0 or k = 0 the corresponding sum is zero) determine a C.P. of type (h, k) on R 2k+2h+2 .
This example is a local model of C.P.s of type (h, k) (see §3).
2.1.
Reeb vector fields of a C.P.. In this section, we naturally generalize the notion of Reeb vector field classically associated to contact forms.
and a unique vector field X η satisfying
Proof. For the uniqueness, suppose the existence of two vector fields X α and Y α verifying the first two equations. Then the volume form
For the existence of X α , let us consider the form Ω = dα h ∧ η ∧ dη k . Its characteristic space is 1-dimensional at every point, because Ω is a non vanishing (2k + 2h + 1)-form on a (2k + 2h + 2)-dimensional manifold. Consider a tangent vector u p = 0 at a point p such that i (u p ) Ω p = 0. We set (X α ) p = u p /α p (u p ). This defines a smooth vector field X α on M which satisfies the required conditions.
For the Darboux C.P., the Reeb vector fields are X α = ∂/∂x 2h+1 and X η = ∂/∂y 2k+1 .
A simple computation shows the following additional properties of Reeb vector fields of a C.P.. Proposition 2.3. The Reeb vector fields X α , X η of a C.P. (α, η) commute and satisfy the following conditions:
Hence X α (resp. X η ) is tangent to the characteristic foliation of η (resp. α), and coincides on every leaf with the Reeb vector field (in the classical sense) of the contact form induced by α (resp. η) on the leaf.
Corollary 2.4. A C.P. is invariant by the flows of its Reeb fields.
The following theorem shows that Reeb fields of C.P. have similar properties as Reeb fields of contact forms (cf. [14] ):
does not admit any closed transverse hypersurface.
If there exists a closed transverse hypersurface S, then the form
is an exact volume form on S, which is impossible by Stokes' Theorem.
The forms dα and dη are absolute integral invariants of X α and X η . The forms α and η are relative integral invariants ( [4] ). . The pair (α, η) is a C.P. of type (h, k) on M and it will be called "Product C.P.". Its Reeb fields are those of the two contact forms considered as vector fields on M .
For example, let θ 1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 ,φ be coordinate functions on R 4 , then the pair α = sin θ 3 dθ 1 − cos θ 3 dθ 2 , η = dφ is a C.P. of type (1, 0) on the torus T 4 and its Reeb fields are X α = sin θ 3 ∂/∂θ 1 − cos θ 3 ∂/∂θ 2 , X η = ∂/∂φ. 
Local model of contact pairs
To construct a local model for C.P., we use the existence of characteristic foliations just described. One can easily show the following (see [2] ). 
Thus every C.P. is locally a product C.P.. The open set V will be called Darboux neighborhood. 4. Further differential objects associated to a C.P.
Let (α, η) be a C.P. of type (h, k) on a manifold M , F and G the characteristic foliations of α and η respectively. We can naturally associate to it the following differential objects: 4.1. Characteristic foliations of dα and dη. Since dα and dη have constant classes 2h and 2k, they determine two characteristic foliations F ′ and G ′ of codimension 2h and 2k respectively.
Each leaf of F ′ (resp. G ′ ) is a union of leaves of F (resp. G). Furthermore, it is clear that the pair induced by (α, η) on a leaf F of F ′ (resp. G ′ ) is a C.P. of type (0, k) (resp. (h, 0)) on F. These foliations also have the following interesting properties:
Suppose that the characteristic foliation F ′ of dα (respectively G ′ of dη) has a closed leaf F . Then all the leaves of F (resp. G) lying in F are diffeomorphic, and F fibers over the circle.
Proof. The form α induces on F a non-zero closed Pfaffian form α F . Then if F is closed, it fibers over the circle ( [15] ) and the characteristic leaves of α F are diffeomorphic. But these leaves are exactly those of F lying in F .
4.2.
Lie brackets on C ∞ (M ) associated to a C.P.. Using the contact forms induced on the leaves of F and G, the algebra C ∞ (M ) can be endowed with a pair of Lie brackets. Precisely, to every function f on M , we can associate two vector fields X f,α and X f,η as follows:
On each leaf G of G, there exists a unique vector field X tangent to G such that:
The vector field we obtained on M is well defined, smooth and will be noted X f,α . In a similar way, we construct X f,η . Now we can introduce the two Lie brackets. 
and the Lie bracket along η is the function
The usual properties of Lie brackets hold. 4.3. Legendrian curves. They are defined as follows:
Similarly, we define a Legendrian curve with respect to η. The curves must be tangent to F (resp. G), but transverse to G (resp. F). They can join the points as in connected contact manifolds (see [1] ):
Proposition 4.4. Any two points on a connected manifold M equipped with a C.P. (α, η) can be joined by a Legendrian curve with respect to α and by a Legendrian curve with respect to η.
Topological obstructions
Let (α, η) be a C.P. of type (h, k) on a manifold M .
An immediate consequence is the
There is no C.P. on even-dimensional spheres.
By using [15] , we have the following result: Here are some properties concerning Reeb vector fields:
Proposition 5.4. The Reeb vector fields of a C.P. determine a local free action of R 2 . Every closed orbit is a 2-torus.
Proof. As Reeb vector fields commute, they generate a local free action of R 2 . Every orbit admits two non-vanishing (Reeb) fields and then its Euler-Poincaré characteristic vanishes. This action will be called the Reeb action. Proof. If h = k = 0, it is obvious. Suppose h ≥ 1 and let N be a 2codimensional closed transversal submanifold. Then
induces an exact volume form on N , which is impossible by Stokes' Theorem.
Remark 5.6. If every orbit of the Reeb action is a closed manifold, then we have a local free action of the torus. If this action generates a principal fibre bundle, the C.P. (which is invariant) has an empty singular set (see §8 for details).
C.P.s on nilpotent Lie groups and nilmanifolds
Nilpotent Lie groups and nilmanifolds provide further interesting examples of C.P.s. Below we present some examples of constructions in dimensions 4 and 6 which can possibly be extended to higher dimensions. We use the classification of nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension 4 and 6 in [7]. 6.1. C.P.s on nilpotent Lie groups. In order to describe the Lie algebra of a Lie group, we give only the non-zero ordered brackets of the fundamental fields X i . Their dual forms will be noted ω i . Example 6.1. Consider the 4-dimensional Lie algebra n 1 4 given by
The pair ω 2 , ω 4 determines a C.P. of type (1, 0) on the corresponding Lie group. Example 6.2. On the 6-dimensional Lie algebra n 12 6 given by
the pair ω 4 , ω 6 determines a C.P. of type (2, 0) on the corresponding Lie group. Example 6.3. On the group corresponding to the 6-dimensional Lie algebra n 13 6 given by
the pair ω 2 , ω 3 determines a C.P. of type (1, 1).
6.2. C.P.s on nilmanifolds. We remark that in the previous examples the Lie algebras are rational; thus the unique connected and simply connected corresponding Lie groups admit cocompact discontinuous subgroups (cf [7] ).
Then the nilmanifolds, obtained as quotients by these subgroups, are closed manifolds equipped with C.P.s of the same type.
7.
Existence theorems of C.P.s of type (h, 0)
As we have seen in §5.3, a closed manifold equipped with a C.P. of type (h, 0) fibers over the circle. By using Feldbau's theorem ( [5] ), we construct non-product C.P.s (α, η) of type (h, 0) on manifolds that fiber over the circle, in such a way that the characteristic foliation of η coincides with the bundle foliation. We recall Feldbau's theorem:
Equivalence classes of differentiable fiber bundles over the circle with closed, connected fiber M and structural group Dif f + (M ) are in one-toone correspondence with π 0 (Dif f + (M )).
If (1) On the torus T 3 , for each integer n = 0, we consider the contact form ω n = cos(nθ 3 )dθ 1 + sin(nθ 3 )dθ 2 and the diffeomorphism f n (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) = (θ 2 , θ 1 , (π/2n) − θ 3 ). (2) We can also consider the contact form ω = cos θ 3 dθ 1 + sin θ 3 dθ 2 and the diffeomorphism f (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) = (θ 1 , −θ 2 , −θ 3 ) on T 3 . (3) On the torus T 5 , we have the contact form (see [13] ) ω = sin θ 2 cos θ 2 dθ 1 − sin θ 1 cos θ 1 dθ 2 + cos θ 1 cos θ 2 dθ 3 + (sin θ 1 cos θ 3 − sin θ 2 sin θ 3 )dθ 4 + (sin θ 1 sin θ 3 + sin θ 2 cos θ 3 )dθ 5 and the diffeomorphism 
for each x ∈ M and η x ∈ U * x M. Clearly, its order is p and
The diffeomorphisms considered in (1), (2) and (3) do not induce the identity map on the first homotopy group of the manifold. Hence, they are not isotopic to id. In (4), if f is chosen non-isotopic to id, so is F . In this way we obtain non-product C.P.s.
Constructions on
is the total space of a principal S 1 -bundle. Let B 2 be a closed, connected, orientable surface of genus g ≥ 2. First, we construct a family D(B 2 ) of positive diffeomorphisms of B 2 , which are of finite order and not isotopic to the identity map id B . Next, we intend to lift these diffeomorphisms f to certain principal S 1 -bundles M 3 over B 2 , as isomorphisms f of the bundle (also of finite order). Finally, we construct S 1 -invariant contact forms ω on M 3 satisfying f * ω = ω. Therefore, we will have non-product C.P. of type (1, 0) on each bundle (M 3 ) f . 7.2.1. The family D(B 2 ). Let ∆(g) = {2} ∪ {m ∈ N, m ≥ 2, m | (g − 1)} and n ∈ ∆(g) . We embed B 2 in R 3 and give a diffeomorphism ϕ n of order n which is not isotopic to id B , as follows:
First case (n | (g − 1 ) with g ≥ 3): Let l = (g − 1)/n. We consider a 2-torus T of revolution. Let C 1 be a meridian circle of T . By iterating n times the (2π/n)-rotation around the revolution axis, the images of C 1 are n new circles C i (except C n+1 = C 1 ). We glue l handles on one of the n connected components T i of T − i C i (after removing 2l disks). By each iteration of the same rotation, we will have l new handles glued on T . The surface so obtained is B 2 . This rotation induces a positive diffeomorphism ϕ n on B 2 of order n.
Second case (n = 2 with g even): Consider the unit sphere S. Let C 1 be a circle containing the poles, l = g/n, and T i the two connected components of S−C 1 . We glue l handles on T 1 after removing 2l disks, and by the π-rotation sending T 1 to T 2 , we have l new handles on T 2 . The surface so obtained will be B 2 . It is also invariant by the above symmetry, which therefore induces a diffeomorphism ϕ 2 of order 2 on B 2 . We put C 2 = ϕ 2 (C 1 ) = C 1 . By construction, B 2 = i Σ i where Σ i are n 2-dimensional compact connected submanifolds with boundary C i ∪ C i+1 , and interior T i with the l handles. For each i, ϕ n (Σ i ) = Σ i+1 and Σ n+1 = Σ 1 .
We set D(B 2 ) = {ϕ n | n ∈ ∆(g)}.
How to lift these diffeomorphisms?
In the trivial bundle B 2 × S 1 , B 2 , S 1 , we can evidently lift any diffeomorphism f of B 2 by f (x, θ) = (f (x), θ). However, it is possible to find non-trivial principal S 1 -bundles M 3 , B 2 , S 1 on which the elements of D(B 2 ) can be lifted as isomorphisms (of finite order) of the bundle. For example, since B 2 was considered as a Riemannian submanifold of R 3 , the elements f of D(B 2 ) are isometries (see 7.2.1). So, their tangent maps f induced on the unitary tangent bundle U B 2 are isomorphisms. We can also consider for each integer k = 0 the bundle E (k) , [10] ). This bundle is still a principal S 1 -bundle. Every element f ∈ D(B 2 ) can be lifted as follows:
. For each f ∈ D(B 2 ), the positive isomorphisms f and f k have the same order as f , and are not isotopic to the identity map. Proof. With the above notations, let n ∈ ∆(g) and f = ϕ n . First case ( n | (g − 1) with g ≥ 3): Let η 1 be a germ of an S 1 -invariant contact form along the torus q −1 (C 1 ). Next, we put η 2 = (F −1 ) * η 1 . Then we have a germ of an S 1 -invariant contact form along ∂ q −1 (Σ 1 ) . According to [8] , this extends to an S 1 -invariant contact form ω 1 on q −1 (Σ 1 ). Let ω be the form on M 3 , whose restriction to each q −1 (Σ i ) is ω i =(F −i+1 ) * ω 1 . It is well defined, S 1 -invariant and satisfies F * ω = ω. Second case ( n = 2 with g even): First, let us construct a germ η of an S 1invariant contact form along the torus q −1 (C 1 ) such that F * η = η. There exists a tubular neighborhood U of this torus isomorphic to
Hence we have η. This germ also extends to an S 1 -invariant contact form ω 1 on q −1 (Σ 1 ). Set ω 2 = (F −1 ) * ω 1 on q −1 (Σ 2 ), to get a global contact form on M 3 which coincides with ω i on q −1 (Σ i ) for i = 1, 2. Several existence problems for contact forms have been solved using an additional invariance condition under which the space carries geometrical useful structures (see [12] , [13] , [8] , [9] , [1] ). We proceed along the same lines. Let us consider principal torus bundles M 4 , B 2 , T 2 , π where the base and the total space are connected, closed and orientable.
Let θ = 2 i=1 θ i ⊗ e i be a connection form, Ω = 2 i=1 Ω i ⊗ e i its curvature form and X 1 , X 2 the fundamental vector fields generated by e 1 , e 2 .
Let (α, η) be a pair of Pfaffian forms on M 4 . These forms are T 2 -invariant if and only if they can be written as follows:
where β and γ are Pfaffian forms and f i , g i functions on the base space.
The pair (α, η) is an invariant C.P. of type (1, 0) if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied on B 2 : dg 1 = dg 2 = 0 (thus g 1 and g 2 are constants), and dγ + g 1 Ω 1 + g 2 Ω 2 = 0.
We call singular set of (α, η) the set S on which the function
vanishes or equivalently S = π −1 (Σ), where Σ is the set of zeros of the function h = g 2 f 1 − g 1 f 2 . Geometrically, S is the set of points of M 4 where the forms α and η induced on the fibers T 2 are proportional.
8.1. Nature of the singular set. If Σ is not empty and does not coincide with B 2 , one of the constants g 1 , g 2 is not zero. We suppose g 2 = 0, and by condition 8.1, we have
Where h vanishes, we have (g 2 β − f 2 γ) ∧ dh = 0, which implies that Σ is a closed orientable imbedded submanifold of B 2 of codimension 1, and therefore a finite disjoint union of circles.
The set Σ, when Σ = ∅ and Σ = B 2 , verifies the following obvious property: If S = π −1 (Σ) is the singular set of an invariant C.P., Σ verifies necessarily one of the three following properties:
(1) Σ coincides with B 2 , (2) Σ is empty, (1) (f 2 df 1 − f 1 df 2 ) ∧ γ = 0, (2) df 1 ∧ df 2 = 0, (3) g 1 = g 2 = 0 and dγ = 0. This implies that γ is a non singular closed Pfaffian form. Thus B 2 is a torus.
Conversely, if the base space is a torus with "pseudo-coordinates" θ 1 and θ 2 , we can choose γ = dθ 1 , f 1 = sin θ 2 , f 2 = cos θ 2 to get an invariant C.P. with singular set M 4 . Hence in the trivial bundle T 2 × T 2 , T 2 , T 2 , there is no such C.P..
Proof.
Suppose that there exists an invariant C.P. (α, β) with empty singular set. With the notations above, at least one of g 1 , g 2 is not zero. If g 2 = 0, we have f 1 = (g 1 f 2 + h) /g 2 . Condition 8.1 becomes
This condition implies that Ω 1 = 0 and thus Ω 1 = 0.
Conversely, suppose that there is a non-vanishing characteristic class (for example Ω 1 = 0) and consider the pair α = π * (β) + π * (g 2 ) θ 1 + π * (−g 1 ) θ 2 , η = π * (γ) + π * (g 1 ) θ 1 + π * (g 2 ) θ 2 , where g 1 , g 2 are constants and β, γ Pfaffian forms on B 2 . This determines a C.P. of type (1,0) with empty singular set if and only if dγ + g 1 Ω 1 + g 2 Ω 2 = 0 and g 2 2 + g 2 1 · dβ + g 2 Ω 1 − g 1 Ω 2 = 0 everywhere. As Ω 1 = 0 we can find (g 1 , g 2 ) = (0, 0) such that g 1 Ω 1 + g 2 Ω 2 = 0. Thus l = g 2 Ω 1 − g 1 Ω 2 = 0, and there exists a form γ satisfying dγ + g 1 Ω 1 + g 2 Ω 2 = 0. Now choose a volume form Φ whose integral is 1. Then we have lΦ = g 2 Ω 1 − g 1 Ω 2 , which implies the existence of some β verifying dβ + g 2 Ω 1 − g 1 Ω 2 = 0 everywhere.
Σ is a submanifold of codimension 1.
There is no obstruction on the bundle and we have Theorem 8.7. Consider a principal torus bundle M 4 , B 2 , T 2 , π with closed, connected, orientable total and base space. Let Σ be a closed orientable 1codimensional imbedded submanifold of B 2 , verifying condition 8.4. There exists an invariant C.P. (α, η) of type (1, 0) on M 4 having π −1 (Σ) as singular set.
An example is given in remark 7.2 where the singular set is the union of two 3-tori.
Before proving the theorem, we give a technical lemma which will be useful in the following constructions(see [12] for a proof). Second step: We construct constants g i and a form γ satisfying the condition 8.3. If the characteristic classes vanish, then Ω 1 = dγ 1 , Ω 2 = dγ 2 , we take (g 1 , g 2 ) = (0, 0) arbitrarily and γ = −(g 1 γ 1 + g 2 γ 2 ).
If there is a non-vanishing characteristic class, we can always find (g 1 , g 2 ) = (0, 0) such that: g 1 Ω 1 + g 2 Ω 2 = 0. This implies that there exists γ satisfying dγ + g 1 Ω 1 + g 2 Ω 2 = 0.
Third step:
We construct the functions f i . We set:
where k i are constants such that k 1 g 2 − k 2 g 1 = 0. Then the condition 8.2 is satisfied.
Last step:
We set β = rβ 0 where r is a real number sufficiently large such that condition 8.1 is satisfied. Remark 8.9. By remark 7.2, if in the previous three theorems η is irrational then the C.P. (α, η) can not be obtained as in Theorem 7.1.
